Towards a universal microbial inoculum for dissolved organic carbon degradation experiments
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Typical approach

Our approach

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) degradation kinetics are typically evaluated by using
bioassay incubations inoculated with native microbial inoculum

We aim to provide a tool to standardize the microbial
community in the bioassays incubations across ecosystems

Selected strains composing the SBI

The Standard Bacterial
Inoculum (SBI) should:

The six type strains selected are well-recognized easily grow in lab conditions
Bacterial species

✓ be composed by strains
accessible from
biological repositories
and easily grown in coculture
✓ be metabolically
versatile to degrade a
wide range of organic
compounds (i.e., high
functional plasticity).
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✓ operate under a wide
range of
environmental
conditions
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Selected strains grow well in co-culture

SBI is metabolically and functionally versatile

DOC consumption by the SBI is highly replicable

Strains easily grow in the lab (medium broth nutrient; 30ºC) and have
complementary metabolic capacities

SBI degrade a wide range of organic compounds under contrasting oxygen
availability

The SD was especially low (<2 %) under oxic conditions
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✓ We excluded the effects of
diverse native microbial
communities by using the SBI
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THE SBI IN A “REAL-WORLD” EXPERIMENT

We used water with
contrasting initial DOC
concentrations and
properties sampled in boreal
Sweden.

% of the substrates consumed in a Biolog EcoplateTM with 31 ecologically relevant C sources
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✓ The SBI is a new
methodological tool to compare
DOC biodegradation dynamics
across inland water systems
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DOC consumed by the SBI was useful to determine biodegradation dynamics across ecosystems

NEW AVENUES
in C freshwater research
ei

✓ The use of the SBI should
provide insights into drivers of
DOC biodegradation
dynamics, especially those
which have been, typically
overlooked (environmental
controls) .
✓ The SBI methodology can be
simply adapted to the needs
of the researcher’s question
(e.g. adjusting the bacterial
abundance).
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